Guidelines for Professional Guests

Welcome! Chicago Children’s Museum is proud to be a learning lab—a place where everyone can learn more about how play and learning connect. We want you to have a positive experience today, while ensuring that our visitors—both children and adults—feel comfortable.

- Please visibly wear the professional guest tag you received from Guest Services at the Tickets when you entered today.
- Do not take photographs of any visitors.
- Do not interact or accompany minors in the absence of their caregivers.
- Adhere to all Chicago Children’s Museum rules.

If you are planning to use your museum visit as an opportunity to learn through observation, please follow these guidelines:

- If you arrive with other people, please split up into small groups of no more than three people before you observe in the museum.
- Please do your best to be as unobtrusive as possible. Find a location to stand or sit that is out of way for both visitors and museum staff.
- If a visitor asks you why you are observing today, please explain that you are hoping to learn more about what happens in museums.
- If any visitor objects to being observed or having their child observed, please stop the observation immediately. If possible, leave the area where you have been observing and return later.
- Please keep questions and conversations brief with the museum’s Play and Learning Facilitator staff.
- If you would like to enter one of the museum’s closed workshop rooms (Art Studio, Tinkering Lab or the Pritzker Playspace), please check in with the museum staff facilitating in the space. In general, only one observer may be in those rooms at a time.

Thank you very much for your understanding. We hope you enjoy your visit.